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Ron Paul’s “Plan to Restore America” would be direct
challenge to America’s Extraterrestrial Budget.

Ron Paul’s “Plan to Restore America” is a direct challenge
to America’s secret trillion dollar Black Budget.

Mr. Paul’s plan to eliminate five cabinet level
departments and trillion dollar budget cut appeals to a
cross spectrum of American society, while also
alarming some Americans that benefit from a host of
programs funded by these Federal departments. It will
be surprise to many that among those likely to be most
alarmed by Paul’s “Plan to Restore America” are not
private citizens; but powerful corporate, government
and military entities that use excesses, inefficiencies and
waste in these five government departments as a cover
for project on Extraterrestrial-related activities.
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government departments as a cover for secretly funding a
vast network of classified projects.

The Extraterrestrial budget comprises single line items
in the U.S. Departmental budgets that don’t refer to any
real weapons system. These single line items are
apparent covers for a Congressionally sanctioned and
publicly funded Extraterrestrial budget.

The ‘official’ black budget comprises single line items in
the Department of Defense (DoD) budget that don’t refer
to any real weapons system. These single line items are
covers for a Congressionally sanctioned and publicly
funded ‘black budget’.

The reported Extraterrestrial Budget has the unique
legal ability among all U.S. government operations to
generate funds through appropriations of diverse U.S.
federal government agencies and other sources “without
regard to any provisions of law,” and without regard to
the intent behind Congressional appropriations.

The CIA has the unique legal ability among all U.S.
government departments and agencies to generate funds
through appropriations of other federal government
agencies and other sources “without regard to any
provisions of law,” and without regard to the intent behind
Congressional appropriations.

Every year, according to Catherine Austin Fitts, a
former Assistant Secretary of HUD (United States
Department of Housing and Urban Development),
billions of dollars of Congressional appropriations are
diverted from their Congressionally sanctioned
purposes to various organizations without knowledge of
the public and with the collusion of U.S. leaders.
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Congressional appropriations are diverted from their
Congressionally sanctioned purposes to CIA and DoD
based intelligence agencies without knowledge of the
public and with the collusion of Congressional leaders.

The departments from which many of these black
budget funds are secretly siphoned from are the very
same as those proposed by Ron Paul for elimination:
Energy, Housing and Urban Development, Commerce,
Interior, and Education.
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As Ron Paul proposes balancing the federal budget
within three years and cutting one trillion in costs in his
first year with his “Plan to Restore America”, if

As Ron Paul proposes balancing the federal budget within
three years and cutting one trillion in costs in his first year
with his “Plan to Restore America”, he directly challenges
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implemented, his plan would directly challenges those
that benefit from America’s “unofficial” Extraterrestrial
budget. If the experiences of Catherine Austin Fitts are
any guide, then the more success Paul enjoys during the
Presidential primaries, the more likely his plan will be
marginalized by the Establishments which presides over
an apparent Extraterrestrial budget.
Source:
http://www.agoracosmopolitan.com/news/ufo_extraterr
estrials/2012/03/11/3346.html
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Presidential primaries, the more likely he will be targeted
in covert ways by beneficiaries of America’s black budget.
Source: http://www.examiner.com/exopolitics-inhonolulu/ron-paul-plan-to-restore-america-challengessecret-trillion-dollar-black-budget#ixzz1osl7i6jf
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